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When Shakthi, Goddess of the Universe, weeps, why are tears of grief not spontaneously generated by the universe? Can it be that God is no other than the whole universe crying â€” cries with love and sorrow, pure love and pure sorrow â€” and this cry of God is the planet singing back â€” the song of creation
without beginning, without end, without the sound of the human voice in a tale of sinfulness and redemption. If Shiva is no other than the creation, the life in creation is Shivaâ€”Shivaâ€”Shakti. Yes, it is time for the return of the Goddess from within each being, just as it is time for the return of the God from

within the worldâ€”this greater mystery means that the world is one.Q: run timer vs loop in while loop What I am trying to do: store a number from the user with the help of a loop and a timer in a variable and save it. I would have done the job the following way: int times = 0 void setup() { while(true) { times =
getInt("Time: "); time = millis(); } } void loop() { int difference = millis() - time; //... } But I've read you can use a timer function to do the same thing. I couldn't find a tutorial so I searched for one. From what I understand the timer function is used to run a function every x seconds. Do you know if I can use this
same function to store a number from the user during one loop? If so, could you give an example of what I need to do? My knowledge is limited but I guess that a loop is a loop and a function is a function and they both can be used for a specific task. Do you think that there is an advantage to use a loop or the

timer? Thanks! A: The loop() function is run every time a loop is entered. If you simply insert a getInt() call into your loop() function it will run as many times as you need. You can adjust the sleep time between calls by passing in a number. Take a look at these examples: c6a93da74d
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